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Introduction

Performance, quality and peace 
of mind. That’s what you’ll 
receive when you buy a Dowell 
Timber window or door.

Timber is favoured in many 
residential applications 
due to its warm, classic look 
and flexible nature.

Choosing windows and doors can be 
difficult. Most people simply don’t know 
what to look for, so they leave the decision 
making to their builder. However, you’d  
be surprised how many Australians still 
alter or add to their windows and doors 
within six months of installing them.

Dowell has been creating innovative 
window and door solutions for generations, 
designing products to suit Australian 
lifestyles and climatic conditions.

Whether you’re building a new home or 
renovating; your location is urban or rural, 
or your style is period or contemporary, 
you’ll find there’s a Dowell solution to 
suit your needs and budget. 

Performance, quality and peace of 
mind: the perfect ingredients to bring 
your home ideas to life.
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Why choose Dowell timber products?

Timber is a natural 
and renewable 
product. At Dowell 
we use Meranti, 
which is treated 
against insect 
infiltration and 
fungal ingress.

Dowell glass options include standard, 
toughened and laminated glass.  
Double glazing is also available for 
superior energy efficiency.

Hardware options are available to suit  
many tastes and Colonial bar configurations 
offer design flexibility to complement your 
home design and décor.

How is Dowell Creating 
Better Living?

 n  Designed to suit – built to last
 n  Timber framing is suitable for staining 
or painting

 n  Mortice & tenon joints to keep windows 
square and help reduce leakage

 n  H3 LOSP – protim treatment to  
preserve timber

 n  Kapur for door frame sills for  
extra durability

 n  Weather seals in door frames,  
awnings and casements

 n  Colonial Bars are an integrated part  
of our frames. They are not stuck on.

 n  All Dowell timber products are rated  
to BAL 19.
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Energy Efficiency

Well-planned design, size and location  
of windows can improve comfort in the 
home all year round and reduce the need 
for additional heating in winter and cooling 
in summer. 

Window configuration, orientation and 
glazing can have a significant impact on 
energy efficiency and the comfort of your 
home. Incorporating north facing Dowell 
Windows in your home design can 
maximise solar access, and can reduce 
the need for heating and cooling. 

Using energy efficient options in the Dowell 
window range will reduce winter heat loss 
and summer heat gain by reducing the 

windows U value (better insulation) and 
improving the solar heat gain (SHGC) 
performance of the windows.

Development of more energy efficient 
buildings will ensure more sustainable use 
of our precious resources and can deliver 
economic, social and ecological benefits 
to the whole community. 

The challenge of producing energy  
efficient houses, apartments and public 
and commercial facilities provides Dowell 
with the opportunity to demonstrate 
creativity and innovation in window  
design and construction.

Window Design
A few principles of energy-smart window 
design can be summarised as follows: 

 n  Maximise winter heat through north-
facing windows.

 n  Minimise winter heat loss and summer 
heat gain through window design and 
energy efficient glass options.

Consult your nearest sales office for advice 
on window design and glass selections for 
your thermal requirements.

Windows are a vital part of any home. They allow natural light into the 
home, provide views of the outdoors and let in fresh air. 

The average home will lose heat during winter through the window 
glazing, not to mention the amount of heat that enters the house 
through the windows during summer.

We tend to put a lot of emphasis on the insulation in a new home, 
yet we often neglect to look at our window area. Timber product will 
improve heat loss by up to 40%.

*(source: The Australian Glass and Glazing Association in Think Brick Australia, ‘Energy Efficiency and the Environment, The Case for Clay Bricks 2006’)
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Features
n    For new or replacement applications

n    Mortice and Tenon joints

n    Solid timber, not laminated

n    Protim fungal treatment

n    Fully integrated aluminium flyscreens

n    Choice of hardware options to suit the look of your home*

n    Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites

n    Fitted with standard, toughened or laminated glass

n    Removable sashes from inside for easy  painting and cleaning*

Timber Double Hung Windows
Whether you’re after a classic or contemporary look Dowell Double Hung Windows make a bold statement.  
They are practical as well as beautiful.

Extra ventilation is enjoyed by opening the top, bottom or both windows. Colonial bars can be added for  
a classic look. Double Hung windows are at home in the city or country; brickwork or weatherboard.

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart

Optional Alternatives
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Features
n  For new or replacement applications

n  Mortice and Tenon joints

n  Solid timber, not laminated

n  Protim fungal treatment

n  Aquamat seals

n  Fully integrated aluminium flyscreens

n  Choice of hardware options to suit the look of your home*

n  Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites

n  Fitted with standard, toughened or laminated glass

Timber Casement Windows
Even though this type of window has been around for centuries, this is a new casement window. 
Dowell engineers have incorporated some radical new features with startling results. All new Dowell Casement 
Windows are fitted with a system to maximise the opening window and increase air flow through your home.

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart

The Dowell Casement Window is 
manufactured with hinges attached to 
the jamb. Jamb hinges allow a horizontal 
opening that can be easily adjusted to 
direct air flow and breezes into your home.

Add to this the new slimline hardware 
system, which is easy to operate and 
requires fewer turns than a standard 
awning winder, and you combine traditional 
style with the technology of today.

An added feature of the new Dowell 
Casement Window, flyscreens can  
be added internally.

This means the flyscreen no longer needs 
to open or be removed to open a window. 
The Casement Window is also fitted with 
a unique cam-action lock that draws  
the sealing closed against the weather.
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Features
n For new or replacement applications

n Mortice and Tenon joints

n Solid timber, not laminated

n Protim fungal treatment

n Aquamat seals

n Fully integrated aluminium flyscreens

n  Choice of hardware options to suit the look of your home*

n Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites

n  Fitted with standard, toughened or double glazed laminated glass

Timber Awning Windows
Dowell Windows are designed for all weather convenience. The Awning Window is manufactured with two hook 
hinges that are placed on the head of the window and designed to be opened out from the sill or transom rail.
This means the sash can be opened in sunshine or rain to provide adequate ventilation for your home. 

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart

Dowell Awning Windows are also available 
with a range of optional glass selections 
including double glazing. Adding double 
glazing to your awning windows will 
provide superior insulation, keeping you 
warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

For great ventilation and maximum light 
choose Dowell Awning Windows.

Dowell Awning Windows are attractive  
and practical, their simplicity and clean 
design sets them apart.

Dowell Awnings open up your living area 
allowing light to permeate your home and 
the view to become part of your room. 
Choose from a selection of coloured or 
textured glass to create your own look.
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Multi Transom Awning Windows
Extending the options for a Dowell Awning Window, the following transom styles provide greater

options for design flexibility. 

Features
 n For new or replacement applications
 n Mortice and Tenon joints
 n Solid timber, not laminated
 n Protim fungal treatment
 n Q-Lon seals
 n Fully integrated aluminium flyscreens
 n Choice of hardware options to suit your home*
 n Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites
 n Fitted with standard, toughened or double glazed laminated glass

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart
Optional  
Alternatives

184015101196910606

596

938

1025

1196

1368

1540

1800

2105

2400

DMT0606

DMT0906

DMT1006

DMT0609 DMT0612 DMT0615

DMT0915

DMT1015

DMT0912

DMT1012DMT1009

DMT0909

#DMT0618

#DMT0918

#DMT1018

DMT1206 DMT1209 DMT1212 DMT1215 #DMT1218

DMT1406 DMT1409 DMT1412 DMT1415 #DMT1418

DMT1506 DMT1509 DMT1512 DMT1515 #DMT1518

DMT1806 DMT1809 DMT1812 DMT1815 #DMT1818

DMT2106 DMT2109 DMT2112 DMT2115 #DMT2118

DMT2406 DMT2409 DMT2412 DMT2415 #DMT2418

Key
# NOT FOR N4 OR N5
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Features
n For new or replacement applications

n Mortice and Tenon joints

n Protim fungal treatment

n Aquamat seals

n Fully integrated aluminium fly door support

n Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites

n  Fitted with standard, toughened or laminated glass

Timber Door Frames
All Dowell Timber Door Frames are available with a sill to suit either open in or open out doors. Door Frames 
with side lites are available as left hand or right hand or both, to suit the requirements of your home. Dowell Door 
Frames are manufactured with the advantage of an adjustable stop. This means a Dowell door, can cater for 
most available door thicknesses.

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart
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Timber Sliding Doors
Dowell Timber Sliding Doors are available in a number of bar configurations to suit any style home and decor. 
Why not add a aluminium flyscreen door to let in the summer breeze. All Dowell Sliding Doors come as 
standard with keyed lockable hardware. Want to make your home look bigger? Want more light in your room? 
Dowell Sliding Doors are the answer.

Features
n For new or replacement applications

n Mortice and Tenon joints

n Solid timber, not laminated

n Protim fungal treatment

n Aquamat seals

n Fully integrated aluminium fly door support

n Choice of hardware options to suit the look of your home*

n Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites

n  Fitted with standard, toughened, laminated or double glazed glass.

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dress them up with Colonial Bars. Paint  
or stain to match your décor.

Dowell Sliding Doors are fitted with 
adjustable, long lasting double nylon  
rollers that glide smoothly on extruded 
aluminium tracks.

At Dowell we weather-proof our Sliding 
Doors by fitting the top rail of the door  
with a T-shaped guide.

Dowell Sliding Doors are also available  
with a range of optional glass selections 
including double glazing.

Optional Alternatives
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Timber Bi-Fold Doors
All Bi-Fold doors are available with brass or satin chrome finished hardware only. Dowell Bi-Fold Doors bring 
your outdoors inside to open up and extend your living area. Our Bi-Folds are perfect for linking living rooms with 
patios, verandas, gardens and pools. If the weather changes simply close the doors to put the elements at bay 
yet keep the light and view coming in.

Features
n  For new or replacement applications

n  Mortice and Tenon joints

n  Protim fungal treatment

n  Aquamat seals

n    Choice of hardware options to suit the look of your home*

n  Fitted with standard, toughened or laminated glass

*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative.  
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions.
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Sizing Chart Opening Options

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dowell Bi-Fold Doors give you the  
choice of doors hinged on either side of 
the frame and come in two, three, four,  
five or six panel options.

As with all our doors, Dowell can 
manufacture your new Bi-Fold to exact 
measurements for either new, replacement 
or extension requirements.

Add the Dowell Bi-Fold Door to  
your new room for a total entertainment 
area solution.

Also available Dowell Bi-Fold Window with 
servery sill, perfect as your kitchen window 
for the best entertainment solution.
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*Some features and options may vary from state to state, please check with your local Dowell representative. 
All sizes are shown exact window/door dimensions. *Fly doors not available *Off standard sizes are available.

Timber Alfresco Doors
Create a wall of windows

Sizing Chart

Open or closed Dowell Timber Alfresco Doors create a wall of windows with full panel 
glass doors which offer sweeping outdoor views to flood your room with natural light.

They are available in a number of bar configurations to suit any style home and decor.  
Dress them up with Colonial Bars. Paint or stain to match your decor.

All Dowell Alfresco Doors come as standard with keyed lockable hardware and fitted 
with adjustable, long lasting double nylon rollers that glide smoothly on extruded 
aluminium tracks. At Dowell we weather-proof our Alfresco Doors by fitting the top 
rail of the door with a T-shaped guide.

Dowell Alfresco Doors are also available with a range of optional glass selections 
including double glazing.

Features
 n For new or replacement applications
 n Mortice and Tenon joints
 n Solid timber, not laminated
 n Protim fungal treatment
 n Q-Lon seals
 n Choice of hardware options to suit your home*
 n Option of Colonial bars & Fixed Lites
 n Fitted with standard, toughened, laminated or double glazed glass.

3000

2105

2400

3600

3000 3600

TAD2130 TAD2136

TAD2430 TAD2436
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Reverse Hand Panel

30002688

2105

3600

TAD2130TAD2127 TAD2136
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Arches and Rakes
Arches and Rakes give you the extra 
flexibility to show your individuality. 

At Dowell we can give you a range of arches  
and rakes to suit today’s style of home.

Half Circle

Sunburst (Full Circle)

Fixed Angle Profile
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Care & Maintenance

Windows & Doors
Routine Maintenance Instruction

Variations in the colour, texture or grain 
pattern of the wood should not be 
considered as defects, as they are a 
natural feature of timber.

Timber surfaces exposed to the weather 
must be sealed using two coats of paint, 
varnish or sealer on both faces and edges 
top to bottom. Timber finishes should be 
regularly checked and maintained in order 
to prevent timber decay.

Frequency of maintenance depends on the 
environment and finish. Dowell recommend 
that windows should be re-checked every 
three months.

Windows and Doors
Regular maintenance procedures 
should include:

 n  Clean the tracks and sash openings  
to remove any grit and dirt that has 
accumulated, this will help to avoid 
water staining.

 n  A silicone spray of the track area and 
the woolpile seals will ensure a free and 
quiet operation of the sash. Apply only 
after cleaning.

 n  Door locks should be adjusted properly 
to suit any settlement that may have 
occurred in the door after installation. 
Any loose screws should be tightened.

Maintenance of Glass
It is recommended that all glass surfaces 
should be kept clean by prompt removal  
of all dirt. Use clean water and in some 
instances the addition of a small amount  
of mild detergent would be of benefit. 
Thoroughly wash off any detergent residue 
with clean water. Under no circumstances 
use any form of abrasive cleaner of any 
type. Lightly sponge off any stubborn dirt 
carefully so as not to scratch the glass.

Frequency of cleaning will depend on 
environmental conditions such as proximity 
to the ocean and industrial areas. As a 
general guide, glass should be cleaned  
at least quarterly.
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Glossary

Air infiltrAtion
Term used to describe one of the tests 
required by AS 2047-1996. The window 
shall not exceed air leakage requirements as 
specified for either air-conditioned buildings  
or non-air-conditioned buildings.

AnneAled GlAss
Glass which is cooled gradually during 
manufacture in an annealing operation to 
reduce residual stresses and strains which 
can be produced during cooling. This is the 
ordinary glass used in windows.

Arched heAd
A curved and glazed portion of the window 
that is at the head of the window.

ABcB
Australian Building Code Board, based in 
Canberra this body is charged with the 
responsibility of managing the Building  
Code of Australia.

AWA
Australian Window Association. An industry 
body that promotes the window industry.

AWninG WindoW
A window where the sash opens outward  
pivoting on or near the sash top rail.

BAl
Bushfire attack level. 

BcA
Building Code of Australia, document  
outlining building requirements in Australia. 

Brick openinG
Opening size measured between the 
outside brick faces.

Brick Veneer
Construction where the outside skin of the wall is 
brickwork and the inside wall is timber stud frame.

Built-in
The window frame is installed as the building 
progresses. Window fitted into the wall as 
the wall is being built.

cAsement WindoW
A window where the sash opens outward 
hinged on the side rail.

cAtAloGue numBer
The code number appearing on the window 
brochure that denotes that particular window.

cAVity Brick
Describes a construction where both  
the outside and inside skins are brickwork.

chAir rAil
A horizontal rail fitted to windows or door  
(approx. 750-1000mm above floor level).

coloniAl WindoWs
A window that is configured with horizontal and 
vertical bars to recreate the early colonial style 
of windows. Effect can be achieved with applied 
bars adhered to the glass or individually glazed.

dAyliGht openinG
The clear daylight size that is visible through  
a glazed window pane.

 

deflection rAtio
AS 2047-1996 has a maximum defection limit 
of span/150 for window structural members.

douBle GlAzinG
Glazing that incorporates two panels, 
separated with an air space, for the purpose  
of sound or thermal insulation or both.

douBle hunG WindoW
A two sash system where the bottom sash 
lifts up vertically passing on the inside of the 
top sash. The top sash lowers vertically.

externAl GlAzed
The glass is glazed from the outside of the window.

fActory GlAzed
Windows that are glazed in the factory 
before delivery to site.

federAtion WindoWs
A window that is configured to a style 
to recreate the early federation style of 
windows. Can be federation style glazing or 
profiled wide appearance framing or both.

fixed liGht
An area of window where the glass cannot 
be opened.

fixinG luG
A bracket used to fasten the window frame 
into the building.

flAshinG
A waterproof membrane which is attached to 
the perimeter of the window frame to prevent 
water from penetrating across the frame to 
the inside wall of the building.

flyscreen
A screen consisting of flywire and frame fitted to 
opening portion of window to keep out insects.

frAme
The main components that make up the 
window. Head, sill, jambs, mullion and transom.

french door
A hinged door (either single or double) that opens 
outwards or inwards. (Hardness not included)

GlAzinG leG
The portion of the window section which is used  
to retain the glassin conjunction with the bead.

heAd
The top horizontal frame member of the window.

hiGh rise
Term used to describe a multi-storey building.

instAllAtion 
Erection and fixing of window frame on site.

JAmB
Outer vertical frame member.

lAminAted GlAss
Glass which has been subjected to a 
special process of bonding two or more 
sheets together with one or more sheets  
of a special plastics interlayer.

left hAnd
To describe a component or design. Always 
taken viewing the product from the outside.

 

loWliGht
The portion of the window that is below the transom.

luG
Bracket used to fasten window frame into building.

motifs
Visible marking across glass panel for 
identification purposes, generally a creative 
pattern that is relevant to the manfacturers 
pattern. A legal requirement of the BCA.

mullion
Vertical member of a window frame other 
than the jambs.

nAtA  
NATiONAl ASSOCiATiON OF TESTiNG AuTHORiTiES

The national body that test laboratories are 
registered with. To have NATA registration 
requires a test laboratory to meet and 
maintain stringent test standards.

permAnent Vent
A part of the window that provides ventilation 
even when the sash is in the closed position.

rAil
Horizontal sash member.

rAtinG
The wind pressure in Pascals that the window has 
to perform to. Figure is obtained by reference to 
the Wind code for region and site exposure. AS 
2047-1996 defines rating levels from N1 to N6.

riGht hAnd
To describe a component or design. Always 
taken viewing the product from the outside.

roll form
The process whereby aluminium profiles are 
formed by the process of using pre-finished 
aluminium sheet and through a series of 
rollers the section shape is formed.

sAsh
The opening portion of a window.

seAlAnt
The medium used to seal joints in a window 
or between window and building. Can be 
silicone or other type of sealant. Applied 
from a caulking gun or similar.

security Grille
A grille that is fitted into a special flydoor or 
flyscreen frame that makes it more difficult 
for an intruder to gain access through the 
door or window.

sill
The bottom horizontal frame member.

site GlAze
Window glazed after installation  
of window into building.

slidinG WindoW 
A window where the opening sash  
or sashes slide in a horizontal direction.

speciAl WindoW 
A window with design or sizes different to 
the standard range.

stAndArd WindoW 
A window which is manufactured  
to a standard design and sizes.

stile
A vertical sash member.

stud openinG
Opening size between timber studs in a 
building, applies to vertical and horizontal 
openings.

test report
A report issued by a test laboratory 
detailing the tests that a window  
has undergone. Tests procedures are  
to Australian Standard AS 2047-1996. 
Windows tested to this standard will be 
given a performance rating (in Pascals)

touGhened GlAss 
Glass which has been subjected to special 
heat or chemical treatment so that the 
residual surface compression stress and 
the edge compression stress is greater than 
the heat strengthened glass. Also known 
as tempered glass,if fractured will entirely 
disintegrate into small relatively harmless 
particles.

trAnsom 
A horizontal frame member other than the 
head or sill.

unGlAzed 
Window supplied ex factory without glass.

VisiBle fAce 
Applies to extrusions and describes the 
visible area remaining on the section when 
the section is assembled into a window.

WAter penetrAtion 
A term used to describe the water 
performance of a window. Part of the  
standard testing procedure on a window  
calls for a water test. A window shall not 
have water penetrate beyond the inner face 
after a 15 minute water test at a specified 
wind pressure. Minimum pressure is 150 
Pa up to a maximum of 450 Pa.

Wind loAd 
The wind pressure that the window  
has to perform to. Wind load figures are 
in values of Pascals (Pa). Ratings are in 
Pascals and refer to wind load performance 
that window has to comply with. Wind load 
varies according to location and exposure.

Wind mould
A section that is added externally to the 
frame jamb to close off cavity and take up 
variations in brickwork.

WindoW dimension 
Window frame size as shown on brochure. 
Size is to overall frame size, not to overall 
reveal fin size. [H]:  refers to window height 
[W]: refers to window width. 
Note: Window and Door dimensions  
are always quoted height x width.

Woolpile
A woven pile weather seal used to seal 
sliding sashes. Pile weatherseals are highly 
resilient and will compensate for variations 
in tolerances.
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Head Office – Melbourne
188 Canterbury Road,
Bayswater Vic 3153
PO Box 94 
Bayswater Vic 3153
Ph: 03 9721 0700
Fax: 03 9721 0720
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Albury
50A Wigg Street
Wodonga Vic 3691
Ph: 02 6056 8211
Fax: 02 6056 8255
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Ballarat
31 Production Drive
Alfredton Vic 3350
Ph: 03 5342 9586
Fax: 03 5342 9612
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Bendigo
Unit 2/32 Charleston Place,
Bendigo Vic 3550
Ph: 03 5444 1178
Fax: 03 5444 1792
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Cragieburn
Unit 2/62 Yellow Box Drive,
Cragieburn Vic
Ph: 03 9305 5034
Fax: 03 9303 8093
dowellvic@boral.com.au

ACT
16 Barber Street
Queanbeyan, NSW 2620
Ph: 02 6297 1711
Fax: 02 6297 1112
dowellact@boral.com.au

Geelong
19 Essington Street, 
Grovedale Vic 3216
Ph: 03 5243 5822
Fax: 03 5243 5866
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Shepparton
194-196 Numurkah Road, 
Shepparton Vic 3630
Ph: 03 5821 2665
Fax: 03 5821 8925
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Traralgon
152 Argyle Street,
Traralgon Vic 3844
Ph: 03 5176 5799
Fax: 03 5176 5788
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Warrnambool
9 Cooper Street, 
Warrnambool Vic 3280
Ph: 03 5561 2555
Fax: 03 5562 1460
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Hobart
99 Albert Road, 
Moonah Tas 7009
Ph: 03 6228 2990
Fax: 03 6228 2980
dowellvic@boral.com.au

Launceston
262 York Street, 
Launceston Tas 7250
Ph: 1300 882 188
Fax: 03 6228 2980
dowellvic@boral.com.au
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www.dowell.com.au

1300 882 188
Boral, the Boral logo, boral.com.au, dowell.com.au & Dowell are trade marks or registered 
trade marks of Boral Limited in Australia March 2012.

Products ordered should be chosen from actual samples current at the time of order, 
photographs in this brochure are only representative of Dowell products and the effects  
that may be achieved by their use. We recommend you seek advice from a builder on the  
windows and doors appropriate for your construction project.


